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Take a look at the poor living conditions they have planned for you

A super-tiny house appeared on a busy traffic triangle in Brooklyn, N.Y., showcasing the rise of 
“coffin” residences as U.N. Agenda 21 takes hold across the world.

The extremely narrow house, smaller than many two bedroom apartments, was quickly built on a 
cement triangle between three busy streets.

“Perfect if you’d like your living room to be roughly double the width of your front door,” Margaret 
Eby of Brooklyn Magazine wrote.

And it highlights the trend in sub-500 square foot living brought to you by Agenda 21, which disguises 
poverty as “frugal living.”

Across America, cities are developing Agenda 21 “coffin apartments” with one room serving as the 
living room, bedroom, bathroom, built-in storage and kitchen. 

“Are Austinites ready to start living in 21st century boarding houses?” Joe Lanane asked in the Austin, 
Texas, Community Impact Newspaper. “That is how at least one Austin developer describes micro 
units, small residential spaces that are less than 400 square feet.” 

Micro apartments in San Francisco, Calif., are as small as 220 square feet, and to put that size into 
perspective, the interior of an average school bus is larger at nearly 250 square feet. 

You may have also seen small “mixed use” condos being built in your city which feature retail stores 
on the ground floor with several residential floors above. 

This is another design trend promoted by Agenda 21; these buildings are meant to keep people from 
traveling long distances by placing businesses within walking distance, but the stores on the ground 
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floor typically stay vacant or are filled with businesses which seem out of place with the surrounding 
neighborhood. 

That doesn’t matter to the globalists, however; they just want you more dependent on government-
managed public transportation to better control you. 

Some of the other features of Agenda 21 include but are not limited to: 

• The development of expensive and inefficient public rail systems in cities in order to increase 
centralized government control while also reducing the use of private transportation 

• Utilities monitored by “Smart Meters” which can be controlled remotely by public utility 
companies 

• The purposeful lack of easy freeway access in cities so residents remain close to their 
neighborhoods 

• The accelerated implementation of toll roads, especially toll roads that discourage driving by 
increasing prices for traveling alone or for driving in “congested” areas 

• The construction of sub-500 “coffin apartments” and tiny houses such as the aforementioned 
home in Brooklyn 

“The [Agenda 21] plan is to restrict your choices, limit your funds, narrow your freedoms and take 
away your voice,” former city planner and Agenda 21 expert Rosa Koire said, who is the author of 
Behind The Green Mask: U.N. Agenda 21. 

         How Embargoes Destroy Freedom
by RYAN MCMAKEN | MISES.ORG | JANUARY 10, 2015 

Embargoes hurt the population more than the targeted state
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In the wake of the Obama administration’s partial normalization of relations with Cuba, proponents of 
the embargo condemned the move, with National Review publishing an unsigned editorial claiming that
allowing Americans to trade freely with the island nation amounts to giving comfort to murderous 
dictators.

NR’s editors concluded with:

The Cuban government is not legitimate, and never has been. It is a one-party dictatorship 
with a gulag, an archipelago of prisons into which democrats and dissidents are thrown. We
hope that the new American policy — Obama’s policy — does not benefit the Cuban 
dictatorship and harm Cuban democrats. We fear that yesterday was a good day for the 
Castros and a bad day for the Cuban people, and for American foreign policy.

This is all very interesting from an international relations perspective, and there is no doubt that the 
Cuban regime is a brutal regime. On the other hand, why does the brutality of the Cuban regime make 
it alright for the US regime to jail and persecute private American citizens who attempt to trade with 
people in Cuba?

That is, after all, the position of those who favor the embargo. Embargoes are not something where a 
magic fairy waves her wand and Cuba suddenly becomes invisible to Americans. 

No, supporting an embargo means supporting the government when it fines, prosecutes, and jails 
peaceful citizens who attempt to engage in truly free trade. Support for an embargo also requires 
support for a customs bureaucracy that spies on merchants and consumers, and the whole panoply of 
enforcement programs necessary to punish those who run afoul of the government’s arbitrary 
pronouncements on what kind of trade is acceptable, and what kind is verboten. Naturally, this is all 
paid for by the taxpayers. 

How the American State Punishes Trade

To get a taste of the reality of embargoes, one need only consult the Treasury Department’s summary of
the Cuban embargo as administered by the “Office of Foreign Assets Control.” 

For those who think the embargo has something to do with freedom, they might wish to consult the 
section on punishments for trading with people in Cuba: 

Criminal penalties for violating the Regulations range up to 10 years in prison, $1,000,000 
in corporate fines, and $250,000 in individual fines. Civil penalties up to $65,000 per 
violation may also be imposed. The Regulations require those dealing with Cuba (including
traveling to Cuba) to maintain records for five years and, upon request from OFAC, to 
furnish information regarding such dealings.

Nothing says “freedom” like $250,000 fines and mandatory presentation of five years of private 
records upon demand from the federal government. 

Private companies, of course, regard such potentially draconian sanctions as no joke, and companies 
must spend time and resources training employees and business associates to be sure that they do not 
find themselves in violation of federal law. This manual from Snap-on Tools is one example of how 
private companies must stay up to date on details such as this: 

The U.S. Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) maintains strict 
embargoes banning, and lesser sanctions limiting U.S companies and their foreign 
subsidiaries from entering into commercial transactions with specified foreign countries, 
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persons and business entities. Congress recently quintupled the maximum civil fines per 
violation of many of these sanctions from $11,000 to $50,000 (each unlawful shipment 
constitutes a violation), and doubled maximum potential criminal penalties assessed willful 
violations from 10 years to 20 years in prison. Moreover, enforcement is being given a 
much higher priority…

It’s easy to see why those who favor greater government intervention in the economy would have no 
problem with such a program, but it’s alleged defenders of free markets like the editors at National 
Review who appear to be most insistent that the US government keep all its agents armed and ready, 
and a prison cell open for anyone who violates their federal programs of choice. 

Embargoes as Mercantilist Prohibition

At their heart, embargoes are nothing but a specific type of prohibition. Sometimes, the government 
imposes prohibitions on transactions involving certain goods, such as cannabis. Other times, the 
prohibition extends to all transactions with people in a certain place. The fundamentals are the same, 
however, in that they prohibit peaceful exchange, with heavy penalties for violators. 

Moreover, embargoes are a throwback to the mercantilism of the days of yore when economic policy 
was viewed as a tool of international affairs, and should be designed, at least in part, to benefit the 
regime of the home country. 

Historically, the mercantilist regimes of old tightly controlled trade opportunities which were debated 
as part of armistice agreements, such as the Peace of Utrech (1713) when the British were able to force 
the Spanish to allow exactly one ship of merchandise annually into Spanish colonies. At home, during 
the same era, the British state forbade its own citizens with valuable engineering knowledge from 
leaving the country, lest they emigrate to a foreign land and share their knowledge with foreigners. The 
economic needs of the state superceded those of the individual. 

This is the type of economic policy that precipitated the American Revolution, when Americans in the 
colonies were allowed to trade with only specified nation-states and territories in such a way that was 
seen as advantageous to the British Crown. The freedom fighters in that conflict engaged in rampant 
smuggling throughout eastern North America to avoid taxes and to trade with the French and the 
Spanish who were hardly paragons of democratic liberalism. 

Unfortunately, the Americans did not learn their lesson in the revolution, and got to work erecting their 
own trade restrictions by the late eighteenth century. The greatest crime of the era, however, was 
Thomas Jefferson’s embargo against the British which crippled the shipping and shipbuilding industries
in the United States. Naturally, it was pointed out at the time that the Constitution did not permit any 
such action on the part of the federal government. No such quaint considerations restrain the American 
state or its pro-embargo allies today. 

Cuba is not the only country subject to embargoes handed out by the American state, and North Korea, 
Iran, and Syria are in similar positions. The question is often asked as to whether or not these sanctions 
work. I would certainly claim that they do not work in accomplishing their stated purposes, but whether
or not they work is really beside the point. Those who advocate for such embargoes need to back up a 
step and first prove that it is moral and legitimate for nation-states to dictate to the people who pay the 
bills (i.e., the taxpayers) with whom they are allowed to trade. A society that actually respects private 
property rights, of course, will accept no such proposition and will respect the right of private citizens 
to dispose of their property as they see fit. On the other hand, those who believe that it’s the prerogative
of governments to micromanage private property and throw violators in prison are encouraged to move 
somewhere that the government can take a robust and active role in such things. Cuba, for instance. 
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The U.S. Has More Jails Than Colleges. Here’s 
A Map Of Where Those Prisoners Live
by CHRISTOPHER INGRAHAM | WASHINGTON POST | JANUARY 9, 2015 

There were 2.3 million prisoners in the U.S. as of the 2010 Census. It's often been remarked that our 
national incarceration rate of 707 adults per every 100,000 residents is the highest in the world, by a 
huge margin.

We tend to focus less on where we're putting all those people. But the 2010 Census tallied the location 
of every adult and juvenile prisoner in the United States. If we were to put them all on a map, this is 
what they would look like:

 

The map shows the raw number of prisoners in each U.S. county as of the 2010 Census. Much of the 
discussion of regional prison population only centers around inmates in our 1,800 state and federal 
correctional facilities. But at any given time, hundreds of thousands more individuals are locked up in 
the nation's 3,200 local and county jails. This map includes these individuals as well.

To put these figures in context, we have slightly more jails and prisons in the U.S. -- 5,000 plus -- than 
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we do degree-granting colleges and universities. In many parts of America, particularly the South, there
are more people living in prisons than on college campuses.

As you can see in the map, states differ in the extent to which they spread their correctional populations
out geographically. Florida, Arizona and California stand out as states with sizeable corrections 
populations in just about every county. States in the midwest, on the other hand, tend to have 
concentrated populations in just a handful of counties. Prisons tend to leave an unmistakeable mark on 
the landscape, as artist Josh Begley has documented.

Because of the mix of state, federal and local correctional facilities in each county, it doesn't make 
sense to express these numbers as a rate -- X prisoners per Y number of adults. The presence of a 
federal or state facility in a given county will greatly inflate that county's prisoner count relative to the 
general population. And in many instances, large correctional facilities are located in sparsely 
populated regions, like Northern New York. In some of these counties, prisons account for 10, 20 or 30 
percent of the total population.

In recent years criminal justice reform has risen to prominence in the national conversation, with both 
Democrats and Republicans looking for ways to dial back the incarceration-focused policies of the '80s 
and '90s. This map shows one reason why the issue is gaining traction: prisoners are literally every 
where you look in the U.S. Nearly 85 percent of U.S. counties are home to some number of 
incarcerated individuals. Localities spend tens of thousands of dollars per prisoner each year -- and 
often much more than that -- to house, feed and provide them with medical care. Most counties would 
doubtless prefer to spend this money elsewhere.

Correction: An earlier version of this piece included incorrect counts of correctional facilities for 
Cumberland County, PA and Lexington County, SC.
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